Abstract: A time scale of the Universe will be shown in all details. It starts with the existence of the first information (0/1) Bit and the probability of God or the Creator of the Universe.
The 1.Dimension comes into universe (one Line with Lenght = ∆x).
The 2.Dimension comes into universe (one Circel with Radius = ∆x).
The 3.Dimension comes into universe (one Sphere with V olume ∆V = 4 * π * ∆x 3 /3).
The 4.Dimension comes into universe (T ime > 0) =⇒ the GRT is complete.
Thermodynamic calculation
Within Termodynamics is ∆E = T ∆S − p∆V within adiabatic processes is; T ∆S = 0 It follows
and the relation p = /3 gives:
Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation
We know the energydensity within Planck-Era is ρc 2 =ã∆T 4 = 3c 7 8πhG
(ã = Radiationconstant = 7.5657e −16 ) and now we can set c = h = G = k B = 1 and receive follows:
So follows for the Planck-Temperature ∆T = (
The Planck Temperature is ∆T = (
The Planck Energy ∆E = ∆mc 2 = 6.08088 k∆T = 
